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24.4 Packet-Switched Networks: Ethernet

24.4.1 Introduction

In addition to traditional buses such as CAN or FlexRay, packet-switched Ethernet
will be used in next-generation automotive communication architectures. Ethernet’s
superior bandwidth and flexibility make it ideal to address the high communica-
tion demands of, for example, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs), in-
fotainment systems, and ECU flashing. As a switched network, Ethernet provides
a scalable, high-speed, and cost-effective communication platform, which allows
arbitrary topologies.

Ethernet evolved from a shared bus communication medium with CSMA/CD-
based link access scheme to a switched network. Frame collisions in CSMA/CD
were resolved by a binary exponential backoff algorithm which picked a random de-
lay until a retransmission could be started after a collision. This deemed CSMA/CD
unsuitable for real-time systems with tight latency or jitter requirements. Switched
Ethernet made CSMA/CD obsolete. In switched Ethernet, contention is moved into
the switches, where a scheduler has full control over each output port. This enables
the implementation of elaborate link schedulers, which allow the derivation of real-
time guarantees. Today, Ethernet installations (including the automotive domain) are
almost always switched. Hence, in the following, we will refer to switched Ethernet
as standard Ethernet.

In the automotive context, Ethernet is anticipated to serve as an in-vehicle com-
munication backbone, where it must be able to transport traffic streams of mixed-
criticality. This requires Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms, in order to provide
deterministic timing guarantees for critical traffic. Standard Ethernet (IEEE 802.1Q)
introduced eight traffic classes. These classes can be used to prioritize traffic, which
is typically implemented by a Static-Priority Non-Preemptive (SPNP) scheduler at
each output port in each switch and end-point. This limited number of classes re-
quires that multiple traffic streams share a class, making streams of equal priority
indistinguishable to the scheduler. Traffic within a shared class is usually scheduled
in First In First Out (FIFO) order.

Compared to CAN or FlexRay, Ethernet exhibits complex timing behavior, as
each switch output port is a point of arbitration, which adds delay to the overall
end-to-end latency. While mature formal performance analysis techniques have been
established for CAN and FlexRay, such techniques are even more required for Eth-
ernet before it can be used in timing- and safety-critical systems. This will become
even more important in the context of highly automated and autonomous driving.
In this section, we use Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA) (see Chapter 23
and [29]) to derive worst-case performance bounds for Ethernet.
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Figure 24.7: CPA system model for the Ethernet model from Figure 24.6

24.4.2 Modeling Ethernet Networks for Performance Analysis

Before timing guarantees can be derived for an Ethernet network, the components
of this network must be mapped to the CPA system model (cf. Section 23.2). This
mapping process is explained in detail in [19]. Here, a brief summary covering the
essential steps, using Figures 24.6 and 24.7 as illustration is presented.

Figure 24.6 shows an Ethernet model comprising two switches and four ECUs.
A sequence of related Ethernet frames between a source and one (or more) desti-
nation(s) is called an Ethernet traffic stream. There are two traffic streams in the
network: a unicast stream from ECU0 to ECU3 and a multicast stream from ECU2
to ECU1 and ECU3.

In order to map the Ethernet model to the CPA system model, resources, tasks,
and event models must be identified. Resources model points of contention. In Eth-
ernet, contention between individual frames happens at the switches. Inside a switch
there are several delay sources. At the input port, there is input queuing delay, the
switch fabric adds forwarding delay, and at the output port, there is output queu-
ing delay. Contemporary switches are fast enough that input queuing delay and
forwarding delay only have a negligible impact on the overall timing guarantees.
Hence, these delays can be ignored or approximated by constant terms. The output
queuing delay considers the time it takes to transmit a given frame, including the
interference from other frames. Consequently, switch output ports are modeled by
CPA resources. The scheduling policy of these resources is determined by the switch
port’s scheduling mechanism. Additionally, here is transmission delay on the link
between switches. This delay corresponds to the propagation delay of electric sig-
nals on the link’s wire and can also be modeled by a constant term.
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The transmission of a frame via an output port of a switch is modeled in CPA as
the execution of a task on the port’s resource. An Ethernet traffic stream is modeled
as a chain of dependent frames (tasks) according to its path through the network (see
Figure 24.7). This chain may fork to model multicast or broadcast trees. On each
resource, a task consumes service according to its execution time bounds, which are
derived from the best-case and worst-case transmission times of its corresponding
Ethernet frame. The transmission time of a frame is defined to be the time it takes
the frame to be transmitted without any interference from other frames. For a frame
of traffic stream i with maximum/minimum payload p−/+

i , the best-case and worst-
case transmission times C−

i and C+
i can be computed to:

C+/−
i =

42bytes+max
�

42bytes, p+/−
i

�

rTX
(24.45)

where rTX is the transmission rate of the port that transmits the frame. The constant
terms correspond to the protocol overhead. The first 42 bytes account for pream-
ble (7 bytes), start of frame delimiter (1 byte), destination and source MAC ad-
dress (both 6 bytes), IEEE 802.1Q tag (4 bytes), EtherType (2 bytes), frame check
sequence (4 bytes), and inter-frame gap (12 bytes). The second 42 bytes account for
the fact that there is a minimum Ethernet frame size of 84 bytes and that the payload
must be padded if necessary.

Frame arrivals (and emissions) are modeled by event models. These models come
from either external sources or from dependent frames.

Figure 24.7 shows the corresponding CPA model of the Ethernet model from
Figure 24.6. As can be seen, the output ports of both switches are modeled as re-
sources (light blue boxes with rounded corners). Both traffic streams are modeled by
a chain of tasks (red and green circles) reflecting their paths through the network.
Notice that the green path originating at ECU2 splits into a multicast tree. ECU0
and ECU2 inject frames into the network according to the event models δ0 and δ2
(respectively). This model can then be analyzed with CPA’s iterative approach.

24.4.3 Analysis of Standard Ethernet (IEEE 802.1Q)

In order to derive upper bounds on the worst-case performance of Ethernet net-
works, an analysis which captures all delay effects on the CPA resources that model
the switch output ports must be developed. This analysis will then be used in the lo-
cal analysis step of the CPA loop to derive worst-case frame transmission latencies
on each output port.

Definition 24.1. A frame’s transmission latency is the time interval, which starts
when the frame has been received at an input port and ends when it has been trans-
mitted entirely from an output port. The transmission latency includes all timing
effects from interfering traffic streams.
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In the context of the model transformation from Section 24.4.2, the transmission
latency of a frame corresponds to the response time of a task.

When deriving formal performance guarantees, the worst-case transmission la-
tency of the frames of a given traffic stream i (among all for stream i’s possible
frames transmission latencies) is of particular interest. For non-preemptive schedul-
ing (such as standard Ethernet), it has been shown that, in order to find this worst-
case transmission latency, the transmission latencies of all frames of stream i in its
longest scheduling horizon must be evaluated (cf. [12]). The scheduling horizon of a
traffic stream i is the time a switch port is busy processing frames of stream i, includ-
ing interference from frames of other traffic streams (cf. Section 23.2.2.1 and [17]).
Particularly, the worst-case transmission latency of the q-th frame of traffic stream
i, can be derived from its worst-case multiple activation queuing delay Qi(q,a

q
i ) (cf.

Eq. (23.9) in Section 23.2.2.1).

Definition 24.2. Assuming that the q-th frame of a traffic stream i arrives at time aq
i

at a switch output port, its worst-case multiple activation queuing delay Qi(q,a
q
i )

is the time interval, which starts with the arrival of the first frame of stream i that
initiates the scheduling horizon and ends when the q-th frame can be transmitted
(i.e. it does not include the transmission of the q-th frame).

Note that, in contrast to the multiple activation queuing delay Qi(q) introduced in
Section 23.2.2.1, the queuing delay in the Ethernet context additionally depends on
the arrival time aq

i of the q-th frame. This is due to the FIFO scheduling of frames
with equal priority and will be explained later in this section. The arrival time aq

i of
the q-th frame of stream i is measured relative to the beginning of the scheduling
horizon.

As stated in Section 24.4.2, it is assumed that the queuing delay of a given frame
at a switch output port accounts for all delays induced by interfering traffic streams.
The amount of interference from other traffic streams depends on the output port’s
scheduling policy. In standard Ethernet, traffic streams are categorized into (up to)
eight traffic classes, which correspond to priority levels. Inside each output port
there is a set of FIFO queues, one for each traffic class. These FIFO queues are
served by an SPNP scheduler. Consequently, to calculate the worst-case queuing
delay Qi(q,a

q
i ) in standard Ethernet, all blocking effects, which can occur in this

combination of FIFO and SPNP scheduling, must be considered.
Lower-priority blocking: In non-preemptive scheduling, a frame which started

transmitting is guaranteed to finish without interruption. Hence, a frame of traf-
fic stream i can experience blocking from at most one lower-priority frame, if this
lower-priority frame started transmitting just before the arrival of the first frame of
traffic stream i [21].

ILPB
i = max

j∈l p(i)

�
C+

j

�
(24.46)

where l p(i) is a function yielding the set all traffic streams whose priority is lower
than that of stream i.

Higher-priority blocking: In any time interval of length Δ t, a frame of traffic
stream i can experience blocking from all frames of higher-priority streams, which
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arrive during Δ t, i.e. before the frame of stream i can be transmitted [21].

IHPB
i (Δ t) = ∑

j∈hp(i)
η+

j (Δ t + ε)C+
j (24.47)

where hp(i) is a function yielding the set all traffic streams whose priority is higher
than that of stream i. Recall from Section 23.2.1.2 that η+(Δ t) yields a upper bound
on the number of events, i.e. frame arrivals, in any half open time interval of length
Δ t. As the multiple activation queuing delay Qi(q,a

q
i ) covers the time until the q-

th frame can be transmitted, higher-priority frames arriving exactly at the end for
Δ t can also interfere with the q-th frame. We model this by adding an infinitesi-
mal small time ε to Δ t to cover the closed time interval [t, t +Δ t]. In practice, ε
corresponds to a bit time.

Same-priority blocking: As frames of identical priority are processed in FIFO
order, frames of traffic stream i can experience blocking from frames of other traffic
streams with the same priority as stream i. Hence, if the q-th frame of traffic stream
i arrives at time aq

i , it must wait for all frames from other streams with identical
priority, which arrived before or at aq

i , as well as wait for its own q−1 predecessor
frames to finish [21].

ISPB
i (q,aq

i ) = (q−1)C+
i + ∑

j∈sp(i)
η+

j (a
q
i + ε)C+

j (24.48)

Here, sp(i) is a function yielding the set all traffic streams whose priority is equal
to that of stream i (excluding stream i). In the worst-case, any same-priority frames
arriving concurrently at exactly aq

i , are assumed to interfere with the q-frame of
stream i. Again, an infinitesimal small time ε is added to Δ t to cover this case.

In [21] it is shown that FIFO scheduling requires a candidate search in order to
determine the worst-case blocking. The reason for this candidate search is that if
frame q arrives early (within its jitter bounds), it might experience additional block-
ing from some of its own q − 1 queued predecessors. However, if it arrives late
(within its jitter bounds), it might experience additional blocking from previously
queued frames of interfering same-priority streams. The set of arrival candidates Aq

i
can be reduced to points in time where the candidates aq

i coincide with the earliest
arrivals of interfering frames from same-priority traffic streams [21]. Consequently,
all candidates for the arrival of the q-th frame of stream i can be found by inves-
tigating the arrivals of interfering frames between the earliest arrival δ−

i (q) of the
q-th frame and its q-activation scheduling horizon Si(q), which is the time a switch
port is busy processing q frames of stream i, including interfering frames from other
traffic streams (cf. Eq. (23.4 in Section 23.2.2)):

Aq
i =

�

j∈sp(i)

�
δ−

j (n)|δ−
i (q)≤ δ−

j (n)< Si(q)
�

n≥1
(24.49)

where, in the context of standard Ethernet, Si(q) can be computed as follows:
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Figure 24.8: Example queuing delay and transmission latency computation (cf. [75])

Si(q) = max
j∈l p(i)

�
C+

j

�
+qC+

i + ∑
j∈sp(i)∪hp(i)

η+
j (Si(q))C+

j (24.50)

Note that the computation of the q-activation scheduling horizon does not require
a candidate search for the same-priority interference, as it is only concerned about
the time when the port is busy. As Si(q) occurs on both sides, Eq. (24.50) cannot
be solved directly. However, it represents an integer fixed-point problem, which can
be solved by iteration, as all terms are monotonically increasing (cf. [29]). A valid
starting point is e.g. Si(q) = max j∈l p(i){C+

j }+qC+
i .

In order to compute the worst-case queuing delay Qi(q,a
q
i ) of the q-th frame

arrival of traffic stream i, which arrived at time aq
i , all presented blocking effects

must be considered:

Qi(q,a
q
i ) = ILPB

i + ISPB
i (q,aq

i )+ IHPB
i

�
Qi(q,a

q
i )
�

(24.51)

Again, Qi(q,a
q
i ) occurs on both sides and Eq. (24.51) cannot be solved directly. Like

the integer fixed-point problem in Eq. (24.50), it can be solved by iteration with e.g.
Qi(q,a

q
i ) = (q−1)C+

i as a starting point.
Now, the largest transmission latency Ri(q) for the q-th frame arrival of traffic

stream i can be computed by adding the transmission time C+
i of this q-th frame to

its worst-case queuing delay and accounting for the fact that the frame arrived at
time aq

i (see e.g. [3]). This is illustrated in Figure 24.8.

Ri(q) = max
aq

i ∈Aq
i

�
Qi(q,a

q
i )+C+

i −aq
i

�
(24.52)

By taking the maximum over all Ri(q), the worst-case frame transmission latency
for a frame of stream i can be computed:

R+
i = max

1≤q≤q+i
{Ri(q)} (24.53)

As mentioned before, in order to derive the worst-case frame transmission latency
of stream i, all frame arrivals of stream i in its longest scheduling horizon must be
evaluated. Let q+i be the maximum number of these frame arrivals. It can be derived
by computing the maximum number of frames, which arrive during the scheduling
horizon of their respective predecessors (cf. [18]).
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q+i = max
q≥1

�
q|δ−

i (q)≤ Si(q−1)
�

(24.54)

Now, as established in Sections 23.2.2.1 and 23.2.2.2, the worst-case bounds on
the maximum path latency and the maximum frame backlog can be derived from
the maximum frame transmission latencies and maximum q-activation processing
times.

24.4.3.1 End-to-End Latency Bounds

From the individual worst-case transmission latencies of the frames along the path
of a traffic stream through the network, the worst-case end-to-end latency of the
stream can be derived. Let Path(i) be the path of stream i through the network.
Now, the time it takes to transmit q frames of stream i, i.e. its worst-case q activation
end-to-end latency, can be bounded by (cf. [20]):

L+
i (q) = δ−

i (q)+ ∑
j∈Path(i)

R+
j (24.55)

Here, the frames of stream i are injected into the network at their maximum rate (i.e.
with minimum inter-arrival times δ−

i (q)) to induce maximum load on the system’s
resources. Along any given path, frames of a traffic stream are processed in order,
i.e. they cannot overtake each other. Eq. (24.55) assumes that the last of the q frames
experiences the worst-case transmission latency on all its ports. Due to in-order
processing, all q−1 previously sent frames must have arrived by then.

Obviously, for q = 1, Eq. (24.55) yields the worst-case end-to-end latency of a
single frame (recall that δ−

i (1) = 0). Larger q are convenient in cases where, for
example, a large IP packet is distributed over multiple Ethernet frames.

24.4.3.2 Buffer Size Bounds

Apart from timing guarantees, buffer size requirements are also important, as actual
systems (e.g. switches) only have limited memory resources (buffer space). Insuf-
ficient buffer space can lead to frame drop, which is highly undesirable for (time)
critical traffic.

The maximum activation backlog of a traffic stream i is an upper bound on the
number of frames from i that can be queued at a resource at any given time. It can be
derived by computing, for each q-th frame, the maximum number of frames, which
arrived until the q-th frame has been transmitted, and subtracting from this number
the q−1 frames that must have been transmitted prior to the q-th one (cf. [21]).

b+i = max
1≤q≤q+i

�
η+

i
�
B+

i (q)
�
−q+1

�
(24.56)
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where B+
i (q) is the multiple activation processing time. Given q consecutive frames

of a traffic stream i, the multiple activation processing time is the longest time in-
terval between the arrival of the first frame and end of the transmission of the q-th
frame (cf. Eq. (23.8) in Section 23.2.2.1).

B+
i (q) = Qi(q)+C+

i (24.57)

In the Ethernet context, it can be bounded by the multiple activation queuing delay
under the assumption that all event arrive as soon as possible (i.e. we do not need to
consider different event arrivals as in Eq. (24.51)) by adding the frames worst-case
transmission time C+

i (cf. Eq. (23.9)):

Qi(q) = ILPB
i + ISPB

i (q,Qi(q))+ IHPB
i (Qi(q)) (24.58)

From the maximum activation backlogs, the maximum buffer size requirements
can be derived. Typically, the memory in Ethernet switches can only be allocated
block-wise, e.g. in blocks of 128 bytes or 256 bytes. This must be taken into account
when deriving the maximum buffer size requirements. Assuming that a switch only
allows the allocation of memory blocks of size m and that only the destination and
source MAC addresses, the IEEE 802.1Q tag, the EtherType, the maximum payload
p+, and the frame check sequence of an Ethernet frame must be stored in switch
memory, the buffer size requirement (in bytes) for a traffic stream i can be bounded
by (cf. Section 24.4.2):

b̂+i = b+i

�
22bytes+max{42bytes, p+}

m

�
m (24.59)

The buffer size requirement per port can be computed by summing the buffer size
requirements of all streams passing this port, and the buffer size requirement of a
switch can be computed by summing up the requirements of each of its ports.

24.4.4 Analysis Extensions

24.4.4.1 Other Ethernet Schedulers

As Ethernet strives to cover a wide range of application domains, it supports many
different schedulers and shapers to forward frames, each of which has a different
impact on the queuing delay at a switch’s output port. For the most prominent ones,
CPA-based analyses are available.

Ethernet AVB [31] introduced standardized traffic shaping in the form of credit-
based shaping on top of standard Ethernet. The motivation is to shape higher-priority
traffic streams to bound their interference on lower-priority ones, e.g. to prevent
starvation. However, as any form of traffic shaping introduces additional delays,
a careful timing analysis is required to evaluate Ethernet AVB’s applicability for
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real-time applications. Formal analyses for Ethernet AVB in the context of the CPA
framework are presented in [21] and [3].

Ethernet TSN defines a set of Ethernet standards, which were designed with
real-time requirements in mind. Some of these standards specify new link arbi-
tration mechanisms. Namely, IEEE 802.1Qbv [35] introduces time-triggered frame
forwarding to Ethernet, i.e. frames of time-triggered traffic classes are scheduled at
predefined points in time such that they do not experience interference from other
traffic classes. IEEE 802.1Qbv relies on so called guard bands to block non-time-
triggered traffic early enough to prevent interference with time-triggered traffic. In
IEEE 802.1Qch [32], cyclic frame forwarding is defined, i.e. frame forwarding is
based on alternating time intervals and frames received in one interval, will be sent
in the next interval etc. A new credit-based shaper, which aims to improve the for-
warding of bursts, is discussed in [25]. Formal analyses for these shapers are pre-
sented in [75] and [74].

Although not explicitly standardized by the IEEE, weighted round robin schedul-
ing can be implemented as an IEEE 802.1Q enhanced transmission selection algo-
rithm. A CPA-compatible formal analysis for weighted round robin scheduling in
the Ethernet context has been presented in [71].

In order to improve the timing of critical traffic, frame preemption has been intro-
duced to Ethernet via the IEEE 802.3br [33] and IEEE 802.1Qbu [34] standards. A
CPA-compatible formal analysis for frame preemption has been presented in [73].

24.4.4.2 Analysis Improvements

This section covered the fundamental approach to derive timing guarantees for Eth-
ernet networks in CPA. The presented baseline analysis has been improved and ex-
tended in many directions.

Different analysis optimizations to exploit various kinds of correlations between
Ethernet traffic streams have been proposed in [3] and [70]. [3] exploits the fact that
both Ethernet links and Ethernet AVB’s traffic shapers limit the amount of work-
load, which can pass them in a given time interval. This property can be used to
limit the interference during the computation of the worst-case frame transmission
latencies. In [70], the authors show how FIFO scheduling can be exploited to reduce
the interference a frame can experience from its same-priority predecessors.

24.4.4.3 Higher-Layer Protocols

Ethernet only defines frame forwarding on layer 2 of the ISO/OSI model. Higher-
layer protocols often have additional timing implications. In [2] and [72] analyses
to determine a bound on the worst-case timing impact of automatic repeat requests
(ARQ) and software-defined networking (SDN) [42] are presented.

Due to the compositional nature of CPA, the Ethernet analysis can be easily com-
bined with other analyses from the CPA framework to derive system-wide perfor-
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mance guarantees. In [76], this has been done to compute end-to-end latency bounds
for CAN-over-Ethernet traffic, where Ethernet ports are modeled as described in this
section, but CAN buses and gateway processors are modeled according to their re-
spective scheduling policies.
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